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In the season 7 finale of Seinfeld, Susan Ross, 
George Costanza’s fiance, died after licking 
poisonous stamps that were to be placed on 
their wedding invitations. Very little mourning 
occurred amongst the Seinfeld Four. Similarly, 
the CHS newspaper, The Spirit, died after we 
decided to move in a different direction.
George could not find a consistent girlfriend af-
ter Susan’s demise, but we now have The Min-
ute, our new magazine, where in this issue, we 
discuss authority. Although no true authority fig-
ure exists in Seinfeld, we have multiple author-
ity figures in our daily lives. Tracy Nissley writes 
about her role as a camp counselor. Chris Wells 
and Kelly Frye interviewed  four examples of 
authority figures: Sergeant Scott Claybaugh, 
Elkhart Mayor Dave Miller, CHS Dean of Stu-
dents Tim Dawson and Pastor Tim Garner. In 
addition, Ben Jarvis traveled to Paris and wrote 
about its homeless population.
There are also other stories listed in the table of 
contents on the right side of this page. Have 
fun, and be careful when licking.
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Remembering September 11
How the event affects us less as the years pass by

I
t was a Tuesday, but it was also my 
teacher’s birthday. I always hated 
Tuesdays (probably because of my piano 
lessons), but the excitement of giving my 
teacher a gift and eating lunch with her 
canceled it out. After morning orchestra, I 
decided to color in my teacher’s name on 
her birthday card, and Chris yelled at me. 

“How can you doodle when our 
country is falling apart?” 

I looked up at the TV. A factory blew 
up. I continued doodling.

I was in the sixth grade, and it was ISTEP week. On Tuesday, 
September 11, my ISTEP test was interrupted. This, from what I’d 
gathered about ISTEP, was unheard of. My teacher became very 
solemn, and told us we were going to watch the news because New 
York City was attacked. The testing did not resume that day. 
My teacher was distracted all through lunch, barely saying ‘thank 
you’ to all of us who had worked so hard on getting a gift for her. 
Instead of celebrating, we watched the Middle East pass out candy. 
I was so angry about the distraction that I forgot about my piano 
lesson that night. 

This is where I was the day of September 11. It’s one of those 
things that is hard to forget. Ever since the sixth grade, we were told 
that this would make history. We were told to remember exactly 
where we were and how it affected us. 

We remember, all right. We remember so well that it’s simply 
become a part of us. The sixth reunion just passed. We sat in silence 

and remembered. 
The remembering is the problem. It’s no longer shocking and 

appalling; it’s just a sad part of our childhood. Most of us were still 
in elementary school. Perhaps we were afraid, but none of us truly 
understood its impact on our country at the time. We felt the fear, 
we felt the sadness, but we did not understand. 

Now September 11 has become a part of who we are. We are 
the generation that sees the horrors in the world, and whether we 
understand them or not, accept them as a part of our lives. The 
war on terror and September 11 are what we have grown up with. 
We treat Flight Nine not as our neighbors that showed immense 
bravery, but as a legend heard since childhood, immortalized, gods 
of men. 

I do not intend to speak poorly of September 11, but I think 
it’s important to realize why we feel detached from it. The War 
on Terror has become yet another piece of fear in our lives. The 
musical Rent jokes, “I’m a New Yorker, fear is my life,” but I think 
the speaker is wrong. It should say, “I’m an American, fear is my 
life.” If all the heart attacks, housing inflation, West Nile virus, and 
global warming fail to kill us, surely terrorists will. 

Maybe it shouldn’t be like this, but the familiarity of terrorism 
almost dulls its impact. When watching the bin Laden tapes, it’s 
difficult to arouse a passionate hatred. Of course, I’d prefer to hear 
he’s been captured and the crisis is averted, but in my view of the 
world, he’s not going to be captured. Why? Because in my view of 
the world, he’s always been there.

Kelly Frye

E L  M I N U T O
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H i l l a r y  C l i n t o n :
Hillary Clinton is the current front-runner for the Democratic nomination, largely 
due to her massive financial support and equally impressive name recognition. 
The senator from New York is a centrist on social issues and economically liberal. 
One key to her success as a candidate is how well she presents her universal 
healthcare plan to the voting populace. The primary concern surrounding a 
Clinton presidential bid is the idea that she will galvanize the Republican base 
and turn off  centrist voters.

B a r a c k  O b a m a :
Barack Obama has ridden a tidal wave of  support stemming from his 2004 
Illinois senate run all the way to the brink of  the presidency. Though 
slightly trailing Clinton in fundraising efforts, Obama enjoys the 
support of  many minority voters and isn’t burdened with the insider 
status and longer voting history of  many of  his opponents. Obama will 
need to make a big splash in the Iowa and New Hampshire primary polls 
if  he hopes to continue his success and prove that he is a truly viable 
candidate.

J o h n  E d w a r d s :
John Edwards returns to the political spotlight once again after a close defeat 
as a vice presidential candidate in 2004. Edwards is banking hard on an image 
as a political outsider and activist for the working class. Fundraising efforts 
in the Edwards campaign have been largely overshadowed by Hillary Clinton 
and Barack Obama, but this doesn’t mean he’s out of  the race completely. 
Primary voters are drawn to his limited amount of  political baggage and his 
natural charisma, and this could give him just enough of  an edge to make him 
competitive.

R u d y  G i u l i a n i :
If  given the nomination, Rudy Giuliani would be the first major party candidate 
to make the jump all the way from mayor to president. Giuliani is unflinchingly 
pro-war, a view that makes many Republican donors nervous given the current 
political atmosphere but plays well to security issues because of  his September 
11th reputation. Giuliani is as much of  a front-runner as one can have in the 
current field of  Republican candidates, enjoying a large fundraising base 
and relatively strong polling. In order to clinch the nomination, however, 
Giuliani will need to find an angle to his views on the Iraq war that he can 
sell to the average voter.

F r e d  T h o m p s o n :
One of  the more interesting candidates in this primary season, Fred 
Thompson had not formally entered the race for quite some time, yet 
enjoyed a considerable amount of  buzz in the media. Thompson is a 
social conservative and hawkish in his foreign policy, and is aiming 
to rally the Christian-conservative bloc of  the GOP. Because he had not 
declared his candidacy, Thompson was able to raise a large amount of  funds 
without the restrictions normally imposed upon candidates. As a result, the 
Thompson candidacy has become a force to be reckoned with in the GOP 
primary season. 

M i t t  R o m n e y :
Former Massachusetts Governor Willard Mitt Romney has burst onto 
the GOP primary race in the past few months after shoring up his financial 
and polling support by appealing to socially conservative voters. The only 
major Mormon candidate in recent political history, Romney has used his 
faith and charisma to stand out from the crowd. Some conservative leaders 
have attacked Romney for his religious practices but Romney and his staff  
have been swift and effective in dealing with those attacks. In order to win, 
Romney will need to face the immense fundraising effort of  Fred Thompson; 
as well as increasing attacks by others on the right over his changing views 
on abortion.

Presidential 
Candidates2008

Fall sports are getting into full swing, so 
The Minute captured some of  the action. 
Enjoy these Minutemen and Minute-
women in action.

Pictures (from top to bottom): The CHS 
JV football team gets a first down against 
Northwood. Austin Conrad (12) serves 
the ball across the court to his North-
ridge opponent. The CHS varsity vol-
leyball team sets up the ball for an attack 
against Wawasee. The JV football team 
scores the first field goal of  the game 
against Northwood.
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Wednesday
10:06 a.m.

P i c t u r e  b y  B r i t  D i c k s o n
T e x t  b y  B e n  J a r v i s

Renee Cocanower (head of  student services) and Tracy Armitage (assistant principal) talk to a 
gathering of  students in the Beickman Performing Arts Center. Seniors spent their early morn-
ing with the Student Services staff  learning about college paths and scholarships. Topics of  
the day ranged from income levels for graduates and non-graduates to how best to apply for 
FAFSA.

Being an exchange student broadens 
horizons and shows people ways they never knew 
before. Adaptation, tolerance and a new way of  life 
and culture are all things a foreign exchange student 
has to be open to. After being out in the world all 
alone at such a young age, one becomes more mature, 

independent and responsible. Upon returning, the 
student may seem unchanged; however, exchange 
students are more themselves and have grown 
comfortable in different situations. People also learn 
how nonverbal communication is sometimes the way 
things have to be expressed.

Learning a new language is one thing that 
exchange students must do to integrate into their 
new environment. It is a tiring task at first but is 
the most rewarding achievement of  the year abroad. 
Language is such an obscure thing; once heard over 
and over, it becomes more natural to know what 
goes where in a sentence and how to form complete 
sentences that make sense.

The relationships and friendships one forms on 
exchange are indescribable. It is easiest to relate to 
other foreign exchange students because of  the shared 
experiences. Host families, school, extracurricular 

activities and social functions are also great ways to 
learn the language and make new friends. Another 
important aspect of  becoming an exchange student is 
the fact that what is learned on exchange is brought 
back to teach those around the student’s natural 
surroundings. Parents, friends and even teachers can 
learn valuable lessons from those who exchange.

There are many different organizations and 
reasons to become an exchange student.  Rotary 
Youth Exchange, American Field Service (AFS), 
and Youth for Understanding are some well-
known exchange programs. Some programs offer 
scholarships and find ways to make it affordable for 
students to participate in this awesome experience. 
It’s never too late to become an exchange student, 
and when there is a will, there is a way to make the 
exchange happen. 

Reasons to become a foreign exchange student

Sarah-Jane Cikara



Befriend The Minute!
 Call The Minute at 574.875.6524 to advertise. Many sizes, 
prices, and placement options are available. We greatly 

appreciate the business of  our patrons. 

www.vergil66.com/jlab140
For the latest news at CHS, check out the Jlab’s online content  (click on the “Jlab” link on the school’s website or go to the URL above).
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F e a t u r e

Ever since I started attending my church 
regularly, people talked about Camp Adventure 
and the stories of  people being counselors for 

the middle school students that went every year. I 
wasn’t sure what to expect--since this was my first 
time being a camp counselor--but I wanted to be a 
part of  the mix. All I knew was what it was like for 
me as a camper. Arriving a day ahead of  the campers 
made me restless, but once my five girls arrived I 
felt relieved. We met up with my co-counselor and 
his four boys and did a getting to know you game 
that went smoothly. The first day was designed to 
get everyone feeling comfortable with each other in 
a relaxed setting. We put no one under the spotlight 
because we thought this could potentially make some 
feel left out.

By the middle of  the week, the girls and the 
guys were getting along greatly. My girls loved 
being involved with the guys and vice-a-versa. I was 
blessed to have such a compatible group. Also, the 
word compatible is used when describing two people 
getting along well, and two of  my campers were 
very compatible. I wasn’t sure how to handle this 
compatibility that was going on.

My leaders had mentioned that this was the age 
where boys started talking to girls, and girls started 
looking past the odors that were coming from the 
boys. This made me remember when I was a camper 
and had a huge crush on one of  the boys in my group. 
My counselors were really calm about it, so I followed 
their example and played it cool for a couple days.

The two lovebirds frequently walked together 
and sometimes even acted shyer toward each other. 
The boy did not as much since he wanted to appear as 
a macho man, but my little girl was the exact opposite. 
She slowly stopped participating in order to avoid the 
possibility of  looking dumb in front of  him. I was 

not sure how to handle this since I took advantage 
of  having activities with the boys when I was her 
age. I told her that she had to do the activities; she 
promised that she would. After a day of  no difference 
in her actions, though, I had to draw the line. I told 
her if  her actions didn’t change, I would have to talk 
to my leaders and see what the punishment would 
be. I didn’t want to do this, of  course, so I decided to 
have a pep-talk with the enthusiastic boyfriend to see 
if  he could help me out.

I told him that “at Camp Adventure we were 
focused on encouragement” and how I thought 
it would be “great for him to encourage his new 
girlfriend.” I remembered how great it made me feel 
when my crush would cheer me on the sidelines. 
Valley Games were the next activities, and I was 
anxious to see if  there would be any change in her 

efforts. Keeping a close eye on the action, I was 
overwhelmed with happiness as I stood next to the 
cheering boyfriend and watched his girlfriend take 
first place. She glanced over at him and had a sense 
of  accomplishment by seeing how proud he was of  
her.

It’s easy to make decisions when the outcome will 
end up only affecting you. It’s also not very hard to be 
in authority over yourself. We all have the power over 
our own actions based on what we think is wrong or 
right. This summer opened up many opportunities for 
me to get involved with kids and I’m glad I decided 
to take my next step and become apart of  the middle 
school ministry that is going on at my church.

Tracy Nissley

Camp
with 
adventure
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It’s not hard to find students upset with their authority figures 
at CHS. When a mention of  any number of  school policies is made, 
student criticisms are voiced. The rules have to be enforced by 
someone; at CHS, that person is Tim Dawson (dean of  students). 
Dawson told The Minute what it is like to be an authority.

There is more to school policies than keeping pants up and 
violence down. The rules that Dawson enforces are there to help 
students in life. Many places of  employment expect behavior that 
those policies are meant to teach. 

“Everywhere you go, you’re going to have to wear an ID,” 
Dawson said. “Our rules are preparing you for whatever you go 
into. I’ve talked to employers, and they’ll tell you the number one 
problem they run into is people coming late to work.” 

Dawson takes an approach to keeping students in line that 
is aimed at teaching students to learn from their mistakes. This 
method has been, what Dawson considers, a success.

“Nobody likes discipline, but everyone knows you need it,” 
Dawson said. “The biggest joy is when is after the seniors graduate, 
and come back and say ‘Remember me? You suspended me, now I’m 
doing [something], and I’m very successful.’ Those are the stories 
I love hearing.” 

The task of  enforcing rules may cause harsh feelings between 
administrators and students. For this reason, respect is a useful 
asset in student-administrator interactions.

“Respect is something that is earned,” said Dawson. “Because 
I am an authority figure, you should be considerate of  me. That’s 
a two-way street. I’ll be considerate of  you, also, but I’ll also earn 
your respect by my actions.” 

While Dawson admitted he wasn’t the perfect student, he said 
he was always respectful of  his superiors. The attitude of  students 
toward their authority figures is something that administrators do 
take notice of. 

“The hard part [is], I know who I am, what I believe and what 
I stand for, so when somebody says to the contrary, it bugs me.” 
Dawson stated. “One of  the things I try to make kids realize is that 
I’m doing my job, it’s nothing against [them].”

The responsibilities of  an administrator are in place to keep 
things running smoothly. This sometimes alienates the person 
performing the role and makes them a target for criticism. However, 
it is the purpose of  school administrators, like Dawson, to teach 
students how to act in society and the lessons learned at CHS are 
intended to make students successful in life.

FACESThe

of Authority

Authority figures serve 
as an object of 
criticism.  When things 

go wrong at school, work, 
home or in general, we as 
people tend to focus our 
anger on the one who we 
believe caused the grave 
injustice.  In these stories, 
we attempt to show a 
different side of those who 
we love to hate and hate 
to love, a side that few stop 
to consider.  Here are the 
different faces of authority.

By Christopher Wells

S c h o o l
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One of the 
things I try 

to make kids 
realize is that 
I’m doing my 

job, it’s nothing 
against [them].

S c h o o l
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Three additional faces of authority

•Kelly Frye

At door number 12, CHS 
students have noticed the 
new addition to the CHS 

staff.  Cindy Howard began at CHS 
on September 4th, as a door monitor.   
Hired by Dan Cunningham (principal) 
and Bryan Waltz (associate principal), 
Howard was the first choice for the 
job.

A long time member of  the Concord 
community, Howard has two sons who 
have already graduated from CHS, one 
in 1995 and Jeremy, who graduated this 
past year.   Howard previously worked 
at Martin’s Supermarket.  Her current 
job here at CHS entails checking 
visitors and students in at the McCuen 
gym doors and ID violations. 

“Mrs. Howard was hired because 
of  the school and to monitor people 
leaving and coming in who are not 
CHS students,” Cunningham said.  

Once Howard gets in the swing of  
things, she will eventually enter tardies 
in from her station at door 12.  This 
will eliminate students who arrive late 
having to go to the attendance office 
for a pass which takes pressure off  of  
the main and attendance offices. 

“I love is and have enjoyed it so far 
and I really enjoy the kids,” Howard 
said. 

The monitor

Sara-Jane Cikara

Ur, one of  the first known civilizations, contained 
pillars that contribute to the structure of  authority, as 
we know it today. Its ziggurats, or temples, are proof  
of  an organized religion. Archeologists have discovered 
markings believed to be a form of  writing, which is the 
foundation for education and communication. The Code 
of  Ur-Nammu is one of  the oldest known systems of  
law and dictated behavior in this society. Lastly, the many 
dynasties show continuous government by a line of  kings 
who regulated life and offered supreme leadership in this 

ancient city. 
Society today still relies on these aspects of  authority 

to keep order. Religious structures in all sects have been 
operating for thousands of  years. Language and writing 
has evolved, and more recently (circa 1500s), the tools 
of  language have been made available to the masses. 
Our complex system of  laws is regulated by several 
enforcement agencies from local police to the national 
guard. And our city, while different from Ur’s king, has a 
mayor to lead its citizens.

Police officers are one of  the most visible government 
authority figures. Sgt. Scott Claybaugh of  the Elkhart 
Police Department is an expert in enforcing authority and 
has spent many years doing so. He offered insight into the 
life of  an officer from 
years of  experience, 
and in his own words, 
the job is “not an easy 
thing to do.”

Police officers 
are obligated to 
perform their duties 
at inconvenient times, 
often while doesn’t 
have to work.

“[We] have 
to work holidays,” 
Claybaugh said. “[We] 
work different shifts. Most guys don’t have the weekends 
off  to spend with their families.” 

Being a police officer is much different than the image 
portrayed in the media. Police officers perform many tasks 
that are not broadcast on television or seen in movies, like 
having to fill out large quantities of  paperwork.

“We might go two or three weeks with nothing 
happening.” Claybaugh said.

In addition, many aspects of  the job are 
unpleasant.

“You have to see things the normal public doesn’t 
have to see: traffic accidents, homicides, little children 
battered,” Claybaugh said.

The responsibilities that come with being a police 
officer require those in uniform to be constantly aware 
of  their surroundings.

“It’s called hyper-vigilance.” Claybaugh said. 
“Your heart pressure and heart rate rise, because 
you’re always on the lookout for something bad.”

This state of  alert isn’t limited to the hours when 
the officer is on duty.

“My guard is still up even though I’m off  duty,” 
Claybaugh said.

While there are many duties and responsibilities 
that cops have to deal with, there are also positive 
aspects.

“You are actually able to help somebody that 
legitimately needs help.” Claybaugh said. “You make 
a difference in their life, and hopefully they feel 
better.” 

Police officers are a vital part of  keeping order in 
our society. They 
are often subjected 
to unpleasant 
tasks, but their 
leadership and 
mediation keep 
the general public 
safe.

“If  you listen 
to people and hear 
what they’re upset 
about, you can get 
them to settle 
down.” Claybaugh 

said.
This key skill, enforcing authority while mediating 

with the public, is what preserves the peace. Police 
officers continue to provide a service to citizens even 
though there are many aspects that make the job 
difficult.

“Cops are out there to help people,” Claybaugh 
said.

You have to see 
things the normal 

public doesn’t 
have to see: 

traffic accidents, 
homicides, little 

children battered ...

C i v i l

A history of authority
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Every career needs an inspiration, and Dave 
Miller (mayor of  Elkhart) found his from an 
unlikely source. 

“I was introduced to politics in 1994 when a lady 
who had a dinner said to me, ‘We need bright young 
men like you on the city council,’” Miller said.

Miller immediately talked to the woman’s husband 
and signed up to run for the city council. He served 
from 1995 to 1999 in a position he feels is analogous 
to the Senate.

“Generally, the city council is the legislative body 
of  city government,” Miller said.

If  the city council is analogous to Congress, Miller 
feels the mayor is similar to the president. While the 
council oversees laws and money, the mayor makes 
actual decisions.

“[The city council’s] greatest power is in their 
ability to say no to the mayor,” Miller said. “[Last 
week] they voted to kill an appropriation I had for an 
underpass at a railroad crossing.”

From the Catholic priests to Jewish rabbis, 
most religions implement some structure 
of  their worshipping body. Tim Garner, 

the district pastor for the Brethren Conference of  
Indiana, represents an unusual role of  authority 
for the Brethren community. As a district pastor, he 
oversees 37 churches in Indiana. 

“The short answer is I’m supposed to pastor the 
pastors,” Garner said. “I work with conflict resolution 
in churches and pastor placement issues.” 

Part of  his job is to search for the best matches 
for each church, but he originally began as one of  
those matches. In the summer of  1973, a program 
confirmed his calling to the church. 

“Then I pastored for 22 years and felt like my 12 
years serving at Elkhart Brethren Community Church 

was coming to an end,” Garner said. 
From there, he looked into the newly available 

district pastor position and decided to apply. There 
are only nine U.S. districts, and his is the only full-
time position in Indiana. His job entails administrative 
tasks and communication to larger districts, and he 
has given up weekly sermons and Bible studies.

“The thing I would miss the most is a lack of  
a consistent group of  people to worship and praise 
with,” Garner said.

His role as an authority figure has also evolved. In 
the Brethren church, every congregation can hire or 
fire their pastor. 

“In the Brethren church, that right rests with the 
congregation,” Garner said. “There is some authority. 
I have to do whatever I can to maintain the authority 

of  that position.”
He believed that his authority as a pastor was 

earned upon building relationships with people, as well 
the expected honor for leading the congregation.

“There’s a Biblical mandate for elevating the role 
of  a pastor,” Garner said. 

Now that he is a district pastor, very little of  these 
elements remain unchanged. Some of  his authority 
comes from the credibility of  his selection as district 
pastor. He still believes that the basis of  all authority 
is his relationship with the people. A new authority-
giving factor now comes in to play, though. 

“Personally, I don’t feel like [my authority has] 
changed much,” Garner said, “[but] titles mean 
things to people.”  

Three additional faces of authority Profiles of Sergeant Scott Claybaugh, Tim Garner 
and Mayor David Miller 

When speaking 
of  authority, however, 
Miller feels that the 
city council is rather 
limited. 

“I didn’t have 
much authority 
[when I was on city 
council],” Miller said. 
“The mayor is the 

most powerful man in the city.”
Miller understands the significance of  his 

role and tries to “bless the city.” Since he was 
elected as the mayor in 1999, he’s reorganized 
the city government to be more accountable. 
In 1999, 27 people directly reported to the 
mayor. Today, that number is down to ten.  

“A person who has too many people 
to watch over can miss things,” Miller said.  
“Suddenly I’m responsible for hundreds of  
things that touch people’s lives everyday. 
There’s no elected official who has more 
impact on the citizens’ day-to-day lives than 
their city mayor.” 

While the mayor accepts his high 
role of  authority, he also understands the 
power of  people in a democracy.

“[The citizens of  Elkhart are] wonderful. They 

are co-owners of  the city and have invested interest 
in the city just as I do,” Miller said. “In some aspects, 
they are my boss. It’s their best interest I’m looking 
out for.” 

C o m m u n i t y
Suddenly I’m 

responsible 
for hundreds 
of things that 

touch people’s 
lives everyday. 

There’s no 
elected official 
who has more 
impact on the 

citizens’ day-to-
day lives than 

their city mayor

R e l i g i o u s
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Down and Out in Paris: 

T e x t  a n d  p h o t o s  b y  B e n j a m i n  J a r v i s

Homelessness, Tourism, and the Slow 
Death of Socialism in France

I first noticed the homeless population in Paris when I saw a cluster of bright red 

tents hiding out under a freeway offramp. Twenty or so Parisians had chosen 

a patch of green grass in the middle of concrete and speeding cars as their 

dwelling place in this world. I cannot think of a more apt metaphor to describe the feeling of 

being adrift in a new and careless modernity; a feeling that I would see haplessly scrawled 

on the faces of the homeless in Paris for the entirety of my week there.



The image of a 
desperately poor 

homeless man 
lying down outside 

a centuries-old, 
ornate cathedral 

is easily one of the 
oddest things I have 
ever seen, and in a 
way sums up Paris 

nicely.

Paris is abrasively, startlingly beautiful. One instantly gets 
the feeling of  being adrift in time and space; of  dwelling in a 
disquietingly idyllic bourgeois paradise. The homeless jut out 
from this manic utopia like a gargoyle on the stone banks of  the 
river Seine. As if  both purposefully interrupting and denying the 
reality around them, many homeless Parisians simply lie down 
in the middle of  the sidewalk, with only their clothes to cover 
them, and sleep through most of  their day. 

I first quite literally stumbled across the problem of  
homelessness while on my way to the San Chapelle Cathedral. 
The image of  a desperately poor homeless man lying down 
outside a centuries-old, ornate 
cathedral is easily one of  the oddest 
things I have ever seen, and in a 
way sums up Paris nicely. Every city 
has its poor, its crime, its dirt. Paris 
distinguishes itself  from the rest by 
sweeping the dirt under a rug, so to 
speak. It is as bizarre as if  Chicago 
were to be comprised entirely of  its 
downtown shopping district. Every 
place I visited in the city seemed like 
it was made specifically for someone 
with a large amount of  disposable 
income. Paris, with its countless coffee 
shops, chocolatieres, bookstores and 
memorabilia vendors, certainly loves 
making a buck.

This capitalist mania is contrasted 
with an undercurrent of  statist 
leftism that permeates many aspects of  life in the city. Paris is, 
for instance, dotted with state-run bicycle dispensaries whereat 
one may (after depositing an initial membership fee of  seven 
Euro and additional hourly fees) take a somewhat bulky bicycle 
from its stylized holding slot and ride through the city in special 
bicycle-only lanes. In addition to bicycles, the state also dictates 
public life through its Ministry of  Sport and the Ministry of  
Culture. None of  this spirited collectivism benefits the homeless, 
however, since they can’t afford the supposedly public bicycles 
and could presumably care less about the Rugby World Cup or 
where 12th century Italian sculptures will placed in the Louvre.

I first experienced the palpable tension between the homeless 
and the rich in Paris underneath the Eiffel Tower, of  all places. 
It was early in the morning and I was waiting for the rest of  
my family when a homeless man sleeping on a nearby bench 
was poked at by a group of  three soldiers who wanted him to 
wake up and move. After exchanging some jokes in French at 
the man’s expense, the soldiers decided to let him be and moved 
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along to meet up with another group of  patrolmen. The man 
then began yelling loudly at me between vigorous swigs from a 
bottle covered in a brown bag. I don’t know French, and could 
therefore only make out his loud ejaculations of  “Capitalist!” and 
“Bourgeois!” Exhausted from ranting, the man then went back to 
sleep, chalking up a silent victory to the proletariat.

Many progressives speak of  an inherent responsibility 
that members of  society share with regards to the extremely 
impoverished, but the changes that the social welfare movement 
have made amount to little more than feel-good operations to 
appease the upper-middle class voting populace. Why else would 

a homeless man be swilling cheap 
alcohol and ranting at tourists 
under the definitive monument 
of  a country that prides itself  on 
substantial governmental assistance 
for the poor? The sound and fury 
of  the storming of  the Bastille 
has subsided; from the rubble has 
emerged a France that has some 
of  the world’s highest tax rates 
and rivers that are diverted for the 
water supply of  the fountains in the 
gardens of  Versailles.

On a given street in Paris, one 
could find a McDonald’s (or Quick 
Burger, an apparently popular 
franchise in France) next to vendors 
selling ironically expensive images 
of  Lenin and Che Guevara, and 

a homeless person sitting back and watching the whole odd 
exercise of  denial and self-loathing. If  only the members of  
the First International could see the fruits of  their labor: more 
capital and more government, the two things they most despised 
about society. 

The homeless are unique in that they remind humanity of  
what it really has accomplished and what it hasn’t. I can’t imagine 
that the vagrants sleeping on the streets shooting out from the 
Arc of  Triumph feel any connection to the government that 
claims to help them, or to the society that surrounds them. In 
that same vein, government officials of  the new socialist Europe 
shouldn’t feel a sense of  accomplishment for continuing a failed 
system, unless they pride themselves on consolidating power 
for power’s sake. Progressive activists have only succeeded in 
inviting a wolf  in sheep’s clothing to feast on the proletariat it 
so loudly proclaims to support. Socialism is dying, but society is 
only beginning to see its aftershock.
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Easy

9 8 5 6 2

3 5 6 2 1

7 4

4 1 5 7

3 4 8 9

1 9 6 2

2 1

8 7 2 3 9

7 3 9 4 5

Puzzle #29211

More puzzles like Kakuro, Futoshiki, Akari and more:

www.puzzles.li

Medium

5 9 8 3 1

4 8 3

2 4

8 9 4

6 1 4 8

6 5 9

8 2

3 6 7

4 7 5 9 3

Puzzle #32311

Free puzzles for your publication:

www.puzzles.li

Used with permission from www.sudokupuzzle.net
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21

22 23 24
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26

27 28

29 30

31

32 33 34

35 36 37

38

39 40 41

42 43 44

45

Across
1. Local governing body of Concord CS
6. To allow
8. Purpose
10. Provides most of the eye's optical power
13. US fact-gathering agency 
15. Your ticket from point A to point B
16. Relating to the eye
19. Seinfeld's Newman worked for them
20. To exercise control over

Down
2. Richie ______ of the '70s sitcom "Happy
Days"
3. Sup. of CCS
4. Org. that regulates disaster help
5. Speckled pigmentations
7. Latin for "in place of a parent"
9. The edge of a steep place
11. Face shape
12. Windows to the soul

Across
1. Local governing body of Concord CS 
6. To allow 
8. Purpose 
10. Provides most of the eye’s optical power 
13. US fact-gathering agency  
15. Your ticket from point A to point B 
16. Relating to the eye 
19. Seinfeld’s Newman worked for them 
20. To exercise control over 
21. Literally “for the purpose”  
22. A subject about which one is prejudiced 
or ignorant 
24. A three-count dance 
26. beams with happiness
27. Famous Italian who had a big nose.  
28. Pachyderm’s nose 
29. Skin condition that hits adolesants 
30. US Agency for banks 
33. Adam and Eve to Abel 
35. The Maple Leaf City’s mayor 
36. Sanctioning body of hoosier sports 
37. Goddess of the rainbow 
39. 1989 film about the “ultimate in law 
enforcement”  
41. Assist. Sup. (Business)  
42. One qualification to vote 
43. “____ ____ need no education”  
44. An enumeration 
45. Takes more muscles to _____ than smile 

Down
2. Richie ______ of the ‘70s sitcom “Happy 
Days”  

3. Sup. of CCS 
4. Org. that regulates disaster help 
5. Speckled pigmentations 
7. Latin for “in place of a parent”  
9. The edge of a steep place 
11. Face shape 
12. Windows to the soul 
14. A student 
17. No votes 
18. Org. regulates radio, TV.   
23. The body’s ability to gather information 
25. Golf balls have an average of 300 to 450 
of these 
26. to hold in check 
28. A police stun gun 
29. New CHS assistant principal 
31. Army title above corporal 
32. Thomas Hardy’s “The _____ of Caster-
bridge”  
34. “Click it or _______”  
38. Sanctioning body of stock car racing 
40. Espionage organization 

X WORD
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L O O K I N G  B A C K  A T  H O M E C O M I N G  pictures of  girls almost fully 
covered with V O L U M I Z E D  H A I R  and modest young men ready for the big homecoming 
night, we think of  what used to be. The years before, there were dances, and students truly 
looked forward to homecoming night. Homecoming is pretty much overlooked now, though. 
There is the game. There are the float competitions, the announcing of  the homecoming 
king and queen, and the dance that F E W  L O O K  F O R W A R D  T O  attending. This year there 
will tentatively be a homecoming dance, and people will go to the game waiting to find out 
who will become homecoming K I N G  A N D  Q U E E N . •2 0 0 6 :  The homecoming dance was 
cancelled due to lack of  ticket sales. •Number of  homecoming court members in 1 9 7 0 :  1 0 
(no freshmen members). In 2 0 0 7 :  1 2 . •The 2006 homecoming king and queen: Dairese Gary 
and Jen Putman. •The 1 9 7 0  homecoming queen: Nancy Mast. •The 2 0 0 6  homecoming float 
winner: the freshman class with their “Wax the Warriors” float. •The 1 9 7 0  homecoming float 
winner: the junior class with their “Rock ‘em” float.

“From what I can remember about my homecoming, it was a 
very special event; we all looked forward to it. There was, of  
course, the crowning of  the Homecoming King and Queen, 

and then the most fun part of  all was the Homecoming 
Dance in the school cafeteria.” 

– Penny Glotzback (CHS class of  ’63)
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